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Grief Isn’t A Summertime Song
By: Darcie D. Sims Ph. D
Bereavement Magazine
5125 N. Union Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
June is a season of beginnings. School is out
summer begins. Graduation occurs, freedom
begins. Weddings are held, marriage begins.

ceremony. Grief seems wrong at the
wedding table. Grief doesn’t fit at the
beach (where nothing fits as it should
except on those who has never tasted the
sinful deliciousness of a chocolate bunny).
Grief isn’t a summertime song.

June is also a season of endings. Schools
ends, graduation closes the chapter of high
school antics and freedom from responsibility.
Weddings mark the ending of bachelorhood,
the dating game, ready cash and freedom.

CREDO
We are the parents whose children have died. We are the grandparents
who have buried grandchildren. We are the siblings whose brothers and
sisters no longer walk with us through life. We come together as
Bereaved Parents of the USA to provide a haven where all bereaved
families can meet and share our long and arduous grief journeys. We
attend monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found anew.
As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other, we demonstrate
to each other that survival is possible. Together we celebrate the lives of
our children, share the joys and triumphs as well as the love that will
never fade. Together we learn how little it matters where we live, what
our color or our affluence is or what faith we uphold as we confront the
tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together, strengthened by the bonds
we forge at our gatherings, we offer what we have learned to each other
and to every more recently bereaved family. We are the Bereaved Parents
of the USA. We welcome you.

Families gather to celebrate the triumph of
youth over studies and to witness the march of
the newlywed down a flower-strewn path to
the reception (where the happy couple will
enjoy their last non-casserole meal for many
years to come). It is a month of remembering
and for re-awakening grief as we mark the
celebrations of hello and goodbye by the
number of empty chairs at the table or by the
missing faces in the family picture. We didn’t
expect to hurt in June. We thought IT would
be “over” by then. Grief doesn’t seem to fit as
well in June (like the bathing suit we had last
year).
Grief is understandable in the fall and winter
months. We can wrap ourselves in wooly
shirts and heavy sweaters and hide away in the
winter. We can spend long hours turning the
pages of the scrapbooks while the snows rage
outside the window, reflecting the rage within.
Even in spring, grief has a place. We brace
ourselves to begin anew just as the tender
leaves and blossoms speak of a renewing
earth. But by June, by the time we gather to
celebrate the family’s passage into summer,
grief should be OVER.
Grief has little

place at the graduation

June is the month for camp, swimming
holes, fishing trips and salads. It’s the
month for flying kites, mowing lawns and
hanging wash on the line. It’s the month
for running barefoot and picking
dandelions and watching beetles wander
across the sidewalk. It’s the month for
pulling weeds and sitting under the tree in
the backyard and daydreaming.
But for many of us, June seems to be a
painful month. Each glorious moment
brings renewed hurt and emptiness – each
bird’s song a reminder of someone not
there to listen with us. Each blossoming
flower is an empty joy – no dandelion
bouquets to be delivered or received – no
footprints beside ours in the sand.

June could probably be best described as the
“Hello” and “Goodbye” month, for each hello
has an accompanying goodbye, and each
goodbye opens the possibility of a new hello.
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suddenly seeing loved one’s face etched in
that skyward fluff. June is for skipping
pebbles across the pond, not for seeing the
reflection of tears in the water’s ripples.

Grief doesn’t belong on the playground.
Its rhythms are all wrong for the gentle
sounds of waves washing on the beach. It
doesn’t feel as good as the warm sand
beneath our bare feet, and a heavy heart
has no place in the garden. The smell of
coffee brewing and bacon frying over and
open flame should not be accompanied by
the memories of other campfires and other
cookouts. Summer should be a fun time, a
time free of the burdens of grief.
The sounds of June should be those of
carnivals,
circuses,
“Pomp
and
Circumstance” played by the school band,
the tinkle of the ice cream-truck bell and
the music of children laughing. The winds
are warm and gentle, the air slightly moist
and the only clouds are those high, fluffy
ones that look like marshmallows. We lie
on our backs in the grass and gaze at those
clouds in June, seeing all sorts of
wonderful shapes. Do you remember
those warm, easy days of cloud watching?
June is the month for that, not for
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Grief Isn’t A
Summertime Song
Continued from cover
June is Father’s Day, Flag Day, Graduation
Day, Wedding Day, Hello Day and Goodbye
Day (a card seller’s dream month!). June is
thirty days of summer, filled with what
should have been and what is no more;
highlighted by buzzing bees and dazzling
garden gifts. How can grief survive such a
summer song?
In June, I sit in my rocking chair, tucked
away in a corner of the porch and watch the
water, wash across the stones near the
shoreline. And grief finds me. I run to my
mountains, hiking to the remotest points, yet
grief finds me. I listen to the playground
music, lost in the songs of a son I no longer
know; I bake cookies with a recipe I can no
longer share with the cook, but grief still
finds me in June.
We mark the passage of time by the tides of
those around us. We measure moments by
the events of others; baby’s first step, first
day of school, graduation, first job,
marriage, promotions, moving, death. We
may lose track of all time, yet we never
forget the day. And when thoughts of that
day creep into our June time, we squirm and
squiggle and feel out of sync with the rest of
the world who have “gone fishin.”
Grief has endured the winter with you; it has
become a part of you. Not like an overcoat
that you can shed when it gets too warm, but
rather like a thread in your tapestry – a
living part of who you are. We cannot “get
over” grief, there are no seasons for grief. It
is a part of who we are – but only a part.
At first it consumed us, seemingly replacing
all parts of us. It overtook all our thoughts
and emotions, wiping clean the memory
banks and leaving only pain in its path. But
as we have struggled through the months
and years of this journey, grief has changed
with us. We are different than we were
before, not better, not stronger, not worse,
not weaker – just different!!
But the seasons march on and soon it will be
the heat of summer and then the sliding into
fall and once again we will drift into winter,
always carrying our grief with us.
June is a month of memories, and they flood
us almost whimsically. Yet, it’s when the
day is gentle and the song is slow that the
heart is open and summertime flows even
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into the winter places in our beings
Grief is now a part of our hellos and goodbyes. It always has been, we just didn’t
know it before. So, even though it doesn’t
feel quite right, bring your grief into June
and into summer and let it live. Recognize
it, address it, and let it go, casting it in small
pieces onto the waves and winds that clear
the canvas every day in summer.
Grief isn’t a summertime song, it is a
lifetime song; but it doesn’t have to be a sad
song forever. Let it begin to become gentle
in your memory. Don’t be so afraid that you
will forget that you hold too tightly to the
pain. Just as you still remember those
summertime’s of your youth, rest assured
you will never forget the melody of the love
you shared!
Come join me on the porch and swing a bit
in the summer breeze. The memory winds
come calling anytime, even in the summer.

We found that our circle
of friends shifted. We
were surprised and
disappointed that people
we thought were good
friends became distant,
uneasy, and seemed
unable to help us. Others,
who were casual
acquaintances, became
suddenly close, sustainer
of life for us. Grief
changes the rules, and
sometimes rearranges the
combinations.
From: “Healing After Loss”
By: Martha Whitmore Hickman

Was Your Child Perfect?
By: Judy Osgood
TCF – Sunriver, OR

When I first started writing about our
son Eric, I found it awfully easy to
remember the good things he did and
forget about the bad.
Now Eric was a neat kid who made both
Dave and me very proud to be his
parents, but even I have to admit he
had a few faults – not so many of
course, but one or two.
I could cover those up, but my
readers wouldn’t appreciate his
humanness if I drew a one-sided
picture of him.
Therefore, I find myself working
very hard to avoid a common trap
bereaved parents sometimes fall
into, that deifying our dead children.
How easy it is to make saints out of
them in our minds and forget the
naughty, thoughtless things they
sometimes did just because they were
kids.
And how unfair it is to them not to “tell
it like it is.”

bereaved siblings what a devastating
effect that rose-tinting can have on
them.
I couldn’t match up to a brother or
sister who is perfect. Could you?
I’d like to challenge you
to
listen
to
the
comments you make
about your child and
listen to your
thoughts.
If all of them make
you cry, try to
remember the things
that make you laugh
or shake your head
in wonderment instead.
And don’t forget the reasons why
that kid was sometimes in the
“doghouse.”
Cherish those memories too, for
they were as much a part of your
child’s personality as the extraspecial things he or she did.

I also know from discussions with
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Sibling Page
New At This: The Loss Of My Brother
By: Elizabeth Leaf Fisher – His Sister
TCF – Los Angeles

My brother Jimmy didn’t always live
nearby and do you know what? I couldn’t
drop a postcard in the mail just to say “Hi,
thinking of you, love, your Sis.” I was too
involved with my life and problems to
take the time to do something that just
took a few seconds to write.

I lost my only brother one year ago on March
1, 1999. He was 38 years old and he died
unexpectedly. I never in my life had lost
anyone close to me. My family consisted of
me, my brother, and our mom and dad. I was
Now a year has come
the older sister by almost 3 years.
and gone and not a day
Our family lost along the way
goes by that I don’t
great grandparents, grandparents,
Thinking
think of my brother. I
aunts and uncles, and moms and
of you!
wake up to think of him.
dads. Relatives who died of
Love Sis
Then there are the nights
natural or illness related deaths at
I wake up and think of
an old age. I went through life
him, too. I have photos
taking things for granted; never
of him to keep his
taking the time to tell my
memory alive. Is this
brother, especially in the last few
what grieving is? They
years of his life, that I loved him.
say time heals. No! I
I just thought he knew it. We go
don’t ever want to heal,
around thinking our loved ones
because if I heal I will
know how we feel. They read
not think of him, as much and I don’t want
our minds. Well I hope that to all who read
a day to pass where I don’t think or talk to
this: Stop, Think, and Listen. Tell your
him. Most of his life he was forgotten
family your loved ones, you love them. I had
about, so I’ve made a promise to myself
heard that before but I never paid attention to
that in death he will never be forgotten.
it. Someone would say, “pick up the phone
He is still with me and our family. He had
and tell someone you love them and are
a strong bond when it came to protecting
thinking of them.” But I thought it wouldn’t
his family and I know he is still watching
come in my life, not for a long time, anyway.
over us.
death knows no age.

My brother never married nor left any
children to carry on his name. He was
kind and gentle, handsome young man
who left us much too soon and I would
give anything to change the past; not to
change God’s will but to change my
thoughtlessness. If you can learn one
thing from this, I hope its to take the time
in your busy lives to say to your child,
parents, siblings, spouse, anyone you
love…tell them “Hi! I love you, I was
thinking of you. I miss you.” Whatever
fits your situation. But please just let them
know, because life is here one second and
the next second its over.
Ask my
mom…She came home one day in March
1999 and saw her son, my brother, happy,
full of life go into the bathroom to take a
shower and he’d be right out. The next
thing she saw was her son, my brother,
dead on the floor.
His death has taught me to tell my loved
ones how much I love them and that death
can come to anyone at any given time. So
learn this and live this and never forget it.
To the memory of my brother, James,
“Jimmy” and to all those “Jimmies” in our
lives. Please don’t forget them, know
matter what.

Change Is Natural
By: Marydith Ferris
TCF – St. Petersburg, FL

I always will.
anything.

Sometimes I sit and think of what my life
would be like today if my brother were still
alive. I think of my graduation day and cry
because he wasn’t there to share my laughter
and joy when I received my diploma. Then I
think back to his graduation day, knowing how
happy he was and how excited he was to join
the real world. Now that I have graduated, I
don’t feel that same excitement or joy because
he is not here to share it with me.

When you lose someone as close to you as
a brother; you tend to change for good and
for bad. Sometimes people change by
becoming more loving to others who are
close to them, and that can be good. There
are some people who change by becoming
more withdrawn into themselves. That is
what happened to me.

The loss of my brother has changed my life
forever. I would do anything to bring him
back so everything would be the same as it
was before. But I can’t. I love my brother and
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I miss him more than

Before my brother death I would very
rarely discuss my problems with someone
else. Now I don’t discuss them at all.
Now I tend to react much more quickly to
all kinds of situations. Sometimes I blow
up at people when they did nothing wrong.

I will apologize and they think I am crazy.
But if you simply explain the situation and
apologize, they do understand.
What I am trying to say is that change is a
natural thing; we just have unique
circumstances under which we change.
Most
people
will
automatically
understand, but there are a few who need
some explanations. Just know that you are
okay, and don’t worry about what others
think. Know inside that you are doing
what you need to do to get better.
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Heart And Soul And The Hummingbird
By: Marguerite Wahl
North Vancouver, British Columbia,
In Bereavement Magazine
5125 N. Union Blvd, Suite 4
Colorado Springs, CO
Four days after my daughter Shannon’s
death, I was sitting out on the sundeck with
some friends on a sunny August afternoon,
feeling numb, exhausted and unable to
believe that she was really gone.
As we sat together, two hummingbirds
flew up to the edge of the deck. Though
we have many birds around the garden, I
have never before seen a
hummingbird. One hummingbird hovered around the planter,
and the other flew right up to my face – so
close that I drew back, thinking it was
going to get me in the eye. It flew
around and around my head and
repeatedly flew toward my face as if it
were trying to tell me something. It did
this for perhaps five minutes or so, which is
a long time for a hummingbird to stay so
close to humans. Then it flew over to the
other hummingbird by the planter, and they
left together. I like to think it was Shannon
saying goodbye to us and telling me that all
was well, and that the other hummingbird
was my dad (who had died four years
before) guiding her on her journey.
All that summer, I waited for the
hummingbirds to visit again and even
bought a hummingbird feeder, but they did
not return that year. However, last summer,
two hummingbirds visited frequently and
stayed around for long periods of time,
lighting in a nearby tree and looking over the
deck. Native Indian legend says that the
hummingbird is a messenger from the spirit
world and a healer. When the hummingbird
appears in a time of sorrow and pain, healing
will soon follow.
December 19 is Shannon’s birthday. In
2000, we had a party on her 21st birthday,
and lots of friends came over to share in the
cake and champagne. In 2001, we had
another party on her birthday of a slightly
different sort. Tony and I were getting
married, and Shannon’s birthday seemed
like the right day to do it. My wedding ring
has a hummingbird engraved on it, and I
can’t help but feel that Shannon was with us
all in spirit on that day, dancing and
celebrating.
Recently, I received a very important letter.
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It came through the BC Transplant Society
from a person who received Shannon’s heart
and wrote to thank us for the gift of life and
to tell us that our daughter’s heart beats
strongly in her chest, giving her a new
chance at life. Six people received a part of
Shannon’s body after her death, and I have
heard from one of them. I’m not sure how
the others are doing – we aren’t allowed to
know the identities of the recipients, nor do
they know our identity. I’m not even sure if
the recipient was a man or a woman, but I
believe it is a woman. Part of me wants
to meet this person
now, lay my head
on her chest and listen to my
daughter’s heart beating there.
I wonder if she received, with
that heart, Shannon’s incredible
zest for life, her love of horses,
family and friends.
Does this
recipient now enjoy pasta with
tomato sauce and Shaftsbury Cream Ale?
Can she dance through the day, as Shannon
used to do, singing and laughing, always
seeing the funny side of things, never being
able to stay angry for long? Can she burp
the alphabet and snort like Shannon did? It
is hard to know what you receive when you
get a part of someone else like that. I have
read some amazing stories about people
knowing things about their donor that they
couldn’t possibly have known – things like
what kinds of food and music they liked.
Are heart and soul completely separate?
Somehow it comforts me to know that
Shannon’s heart is out there beating
strongly. Would I know the recipient if I
passed her on the street? Would I have some
indefinable feeling of connection and be
drawn to her in some way?
Several weeks ago I met a woman who had a
heart-lung transplant and is now in excellent
health, living life to the fullest. She asked
me if I had received a letter from any of the
recipients, and when I said no, she told me
that it was the most difficult letter she ever
had to write and that it took her over a year
before she wrote hers. “But you have to
know,” she said to me “that we think about
you every day of our lives and thank you for
the gift you gave. How can you thank
someone for giving you a second chance at
life? There just don’t seem to be the right
words to say.”
I asked her if she ever felt that she had
received more than just the organs – if she

felt that she “knew” things about her
donor because she now had part of them
in her.
She said, “No, not really, although the
one thing that kept me going when I
was in ICU and suffering many
setbacks was a vision of birds – a
hummingbird and an eagle.”
There’s so much that we don’t know or
understand!

Owner Wanted
This beautiful basket was left on the
snack table at our 2003 Candlelight
Ceremony held in December.
It is black metal with a mosaic tile
center.
If this basket belongs to you, or if you
know who is the rightful owner, please
contact Sabra Penrod, (636) 463-1580
or email saboots@att.net.

If the future
seems
overwhelming
, remember
that it comes
one moment
at a time.
Bereaved Parents USA

By: Pam Burden
TCF – Augusta, GA

Father’s Day
By: Jeff Dyson
TCF – Beaumont, TX
The only way out is through! How do we
fathers deal with the death of a child? We’ve
been good fathers, doing our best to provide
for our families both materially and spiritually.
We have taken our responsibilities as family
men very seriously. Why do we have to
suffer? Why were we given this burden?
What wrong have we committed to deserve
this pain? And, most important, how can we
find the strength to
endure?
Hundreds
of
doubts
assailed me as I struggled
to adjust to the reality of
my situation and to make
some sense of Blake’s
death. It was difficult for
me to accept that in a
world governed by an allpowerful
Creator,
innocent people suffer and
die. Therefore, I decided
that I must have been
guilty
of
some
transgression. Worst of
all, I could not imagine
ever being happy again. I
didn’t think I would ever enjoy my life. I
missed my son terribly, and I was consumed
with worry about my wife and surviving
children. That question of “Why?” continued
to plague me. I guess I was asking for
knowledge and insight no mortal can have. It
was like a midnight search in a dark room for
a black cat that wasn’t there.
We do not know the reason, but we live in a
world in which innocent people suffer. We
need not add guilt to the pain we experience.
Grief is a natural and important part of the
process after the loss of a child. Guilt is not.
The kind of despair that often accompanies
guilt must be dealt with and overcome.
When we lose faith in the possibility of ever
regaining happiness, we don’t allow ourselves
to believe that we can hope again. In truth,
believing that we will get better is healing.
We must reach down inside ourselves and find
something to push us in a hopeful direction.
The first step is to make the choice to believe
that we can overcome our suffering. Despite
the fact that we have no guarantees for the
future, we have to accept hope.
The
alternative is to allow ourselves to be
convinced that we will never be healed. How
can we progress from there? Hope can return
if we let it. Doubt and despair will impede the
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process. Only when we allow ourselves to
take the leap of faith and believe in the
chance for renewed happiness can we
begin to enjoy life once more.
So how do we begin our healing? Well,
like it nor not, the only way out is
through! How do we get started? Start
where you are. Start with your grief, your
despair, your guilt.
Start with your
confusion and questions. Start with the
fact that you ARE. Try to find some sense
of
gratitude
about your own
life. Don’t try to
figure out the
why – you never
will.
This
Father’s
Day, try to trust
in the goodness
of life and to
want
that
goodness again.
Dedicate
your
talents
and
abilities
to
healing yourself
and those around
you.
You’ll
know you’re getting better when you can
spend Father’s Day celebrating the joy of
your child’s life, rather than the pain of his
death.

Special Notice
The cut off date for the July-Aug issue
of the newsletter will be June 10th.
If you would like to have your child’s
picture in the next issue, please send
your donation/love gift and a picture of
your child directly to the newsletter
editor with a self addressed stamped
envelope:
Sabra Penrod
26218 Bubbling Brook Drive
Foristell, MO 63348

TELEPHONE FRIENDS
ACCIDENT, AUTOMOBILE:
Katie VerHagen
(314) 576-5018
Steve Welch
(636) 561-2438
ACCIDENT, NON VEHICULAR:
Maureen & Chuck McDermott
(636) 227-6931
ADULT SIBLING:
Mark VerHagen
Traci Morlock

(314) 726-5300
(636) 332-1311

CANCER:
Dan & Mary Ann Smith

(636) 942-9115

GRANDPARENT:
Margaret Gerner

(636) 978-2368

To My Husband

HANDICAPPED CHILD:
Lois Brockmeyer
(314) 843-8391

Your tears flow within your heart,
Mine flow down my cheeks.
Your anger lies with thoughts and
movements,
Mine gallops forward for all to see.
Your despair shows in your now
dull eyes,
Mine shows in line after written
line.
You grieve over the death of your
son,
I grieve over the death of my baby.

ILLNESS, SHORT TERM:
Jean & Art Taylor
(314) 725-2412

But we’re still the same, still one,
Only we grieve at different times,
Over different memories, and at
different lengths.
Yet we both realize
The death of our child.

ILLINOIS CONTACT:
Linda Moffatt

(618) 243-6558

JEFFERSON COUNTY CONTACT:
Michele Horrell
(636) 931-6552
MURDER:
Mata Weber
Butch Hartmann

(618) 972-0429
(314) 487-8989

OLDER PARENTS:
Bobbie Lantz

(314) 576-0978

ONLY CHILD:
Mary Murphy
Linda Long

(314) 822-7448
(636) 946-7292

SUICIDE:
Sandy Curran

(314) 647-2863

SINGLE PARENT:
Mary Murphy
Linda Long

(314) 822-7448
(636) 946-7292
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Missing And Valuing On
Mother’s Day

By: Mary Cleckley
BPUSA – Atlanta, GA

Mother’s Day is a special day, and special days are hard after the death of a child. It is a normal and natural thing for either parent, for
the first few years after the death, to zero in on who is missing, rather than who is left—and I was no different.
Fortunately for me, not long after the Atlanta Chapter formed, a local psychiatrist, Dr. Victor Gonzales, spoke one evening shortly before
Mother’s Day. He told of his parents’ loss of their first two children. His story of how his life had been influenced and molded by his
Mother’s reaction touched me. He spoke of how he and his siblings who came later were forever denied his Mother’s happiness and joy.
She was unable to value what she had left as much as what she had lost.
Dr. Gonzales said he spent a great deal of his childhood trying to make his mother happy, always failing and always feeling there must be
something lacking in him that caused him to fail. The picture in my mind of him and his siblings always trying and always failing,
through no fault of their own, made a great impact on me. I was determined from that day forward that my daughter would not have to
lament later in life that she had been denied my happiness and joy because her brother had died.
On Mother’s Day now I make room for both missing and valuing, for they are not, I have discovered, mutually exclusive. Now when I
go to the cemetery with my rosebud on my day, my daughter has no part in my needs while I am there. When I come home, my son
doesn’t interfere with my acceptance and appreciation of my daughter’s expression of love. She gives me a gift on my day and I give her
one in return. It’s probably the best gift I could possibly give her – my happiness and joy for life. She is as important as what I have lost
and I know her worth. If you are fortunate enough to have surviving children, I hope you, too, are able to value as well as miss. There’s
room for both, you know.

A Mother’s Love
By: Ronnie Peterson
TCF – Western Adirondack, NY
Growing up, we think of Mother’s Day as a
special day for our mothers. Later, it
becomes a day for our children and
ourselves to reflect on our own motherhood.
I have taken another step in recent years…a
step backward to grandmothers and greatgrandmothers…and I must try to express my
awe, my reverence for those mothers who
came before me.
I always knew that one grandmother had lost
three of nine children to diphtheria, but until
Tony died and I came out of my own pit
enough to think of anyone else, that was just
and interesting and very sad family story.
Tony’s death times three!!! Unbearable,
unthinkable dear lady! Did I ever show any
special appreciation of you?
But now, I go back one more generation to
my great-grandmother.
Married at
seventeen, only five of her twelve children
lived to maturity. They died at the ages of:
six months, eight months, fourteen months,
three and on half years, six years, nine years,
and eighteen years. How did she survive it?
We all know that awful moment at the
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cemetery, when we are not sure we will even
live through the next few minutes. Seven
times she buried a child…over and over.
Was the grief less in those days? I won’t
discount her sorrow by saying that they were
“used to it,” although she personally must
have been as used to it as one could be. It is
that mother’s pain that I feel that makes me
feel so close to those mothers.
This Mother’s Day is dedicated to my
female ancestors who share this pain with
me. I know that they would not discount my
loss of one child. I feel that they welcome
him, and with the strength I hope I inherited
from them, I’m going to make it, too.

Mothers
And Fathers
A mother’s love for children
is a very special thing,
filled with all the many days
that motherhood can bring:
Days when children misbehave
and try your patience so,
days when they are sweet and kind
and let their loving feelings show.
A father’s love for children
is very strong and pure.
There’s no problem that a child may
have
which a father cannot cure.
A parent’s love for children
is a never-ending thing.
It lasts from day to day and year to year
through summer, winter, fall and spring.
That special love continues still
when someone’s child has died,
for the feelings that a parent has
are impossible to hide.
By: Jean Hotopp
TCF, Fox Valley, IL
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Infant/Toddler Page
Letting Go Of Misunderstandings
By: Dana Gensler
TCF – South Central, KY
It must be a truism that we all feel a little
misunderstood in our grief. Ever since our
little girl died after only 44 hours of life, we
have faced a variety of attitudes regarding her
death and our mourning process – from
downright
rudeness,
to
tremendous
compassion and understanding. Yet all we ask
is the chance to allow her to BE. We loved
her from the beginning, and when she died,
our love didn’t simply stop.
Quite the
opposite, in fact, and more complex in ways
because she is dead. Even so, we want to give
her life significance. We want her to be proud
of her Mommy and Daddy. We want her to
exist not only in our hearts, but in everyone
else’s as well.
A bit much to ask, don’t you
think? If the truth be told, we
probably all feel very much the
same way. We have each been
faced with attitudes that are
hard to understand, whether
our child was miscarried at
eight weeks or lived to be forty
years old. We, as parents,
simply cannot allow any
indifference concerning our children. Some
part of us pleads for new understanding from
our family and friends.
We were very concerned that folds would
think since Lindsay was “just a baby” when
she died, then we only had a little amount of
grief, or that we really have no reason to
mourn her passing.
I hold on to this
misunderstanding, even (because of a few bad
experiences) with some dear friends of
compassion.
There are a few who consider us lucky, and I
concede their point. In contrast to some of the
other stories we hear in The Compassionate
Friends circle, our child’s life and death seem
relatively simple. Sometimes I want to get
down on my knees and beg your forgiveness
for asking you to understand my grief when
yours seems the ultimate tragedy. My heart
aches for each and every child who has died.
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Who am I to compare our circumstances
with the one who lost all her children, or
their only child, or their firstborn son, or
the one whose son was in and out of the
hospital his whole life, or even the one
whose child died from miscarriage? At
least we had nine months together!
Who am I to determine which cause of
death is worse?
Would it be an
automobile accident, or suicide, or
murder, or sudden infant death, or a longterm illness, or a stillbirth? Who could
possibly say? Who would “prefer” one
over the other? Surely not I. I would
prefer no death at all. And what is the
“perfect” age for a child to die? In the
early weeks of pregnancy, before the
mother even felt life? At birth, before
hearing a cry? Or a few days or
weeks later? Would it be better
if we got to spend more time
with them --- five, ten,
twenty years? How long is
long enough? It’s
always
“too
soon.”
Is it harder to
mourn the memories
we do have, or the memories we do not
have? Is it harder to mourn for what was,
or what was supposed to be? Is it harder
to bury the baby child, or the one who
lived fifty years or more?
Enough of this! There is no need to
compare. If we have any hope at all of
anyone understanding our agony, then we
only have each other, my dear
Compassionate Friends. Our baby’s life
and death may seem effortless and
uncomplicated. She was born. She died.
The end. But it’s not the end.
However simple Lindsay’s little life may
seem the process of mourning her death
has never been simple. It is the most
intense pain I have ever suffered, just as
yours is. It is a shock to the system and
has life-altering effects. The death of any
child at any age under any circumstances

is the most horrifying,
humbling event in our lives.

devastating,

Before joining The Compassionate
Friends, I got the distinct impression that
any mention of our baby was a sign of
mental instability. Thank you for showing
me differently. The truth of the matter is,
there will always be those who think I’m a
little “crazy” where Lindsay is concerned,
and there will always be those who cannot
understand. But I can’t let it stand in the
way of my recovery any longer. I am
determined to let it go, and cross this
stepping-stone towards reorganizing my
life in a positive way.
Who could have known the exquisite
difference your brief life would make
upon mine? Who could have known a
tiny baby would show me the beauty of a
sunrise or the wonder of a rainbow, or the
pain of a tear? Who could have known an
innocent child would take away my fear of
death, and point me in the direction of
heaven? Who could have known that you
would succeed where so many others have
failed?

Our lives are
shaped as much
by those who
leave us as they
are by those
who stay.
By: Hope Edelman
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ST. LOUIS BULLETIN BOARD
LET THEIR LIGHT SHINE
The Low country, South Carolina Chapter of
Bereaved Parents of the USA cordially invites all
bereaved parents, grandparents and siblings to
Historical Charleston, South Carolina for the 9th
annual Bereaved Parents of the USA Gathering.

Transportation to Gathering
in Charleston.
Anyone interested in going to the Gathering by
motorcoach please contact Dave Hoekle 636-3328097 Or Vicki Pannebecker 314-831-2625

July 9-11, 2004
Clarion Hotel-Charleston Airport
7401 Northwoods Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29406
Phone: 843-572-2200
(Free Airport Shuttle)
Registration $15 per person
Hotel $82.88 inclusive for up to 4 persons in
room
Total Meal Price $69.83
Includes: Breakfast on Fri., Sat. & Sun. and
Lunch and Dinner on Fri. and Sat.
We hope that you will plan to join us for a
weekend that includes: Speakers, Workshops,
Sharing Sessions, Hospitality Room, Meditation
Room, Book Store, Butterfly Boutique, Picture
Presentation and renewing old friendships and
making new ones.
For further information, contact:
Dolly Criswell, Chairperson
1717 Oak Point Road
Charleston, SC 29412
Phone: 843-762-4022
Email: BP2004Gathering@aol.com
Information Brochure and Registration Forms are
located on the National BPUSA website:

www.bereavedparentsusa.org

Add A Memorial On The BPUSA
Website
www.bpusastl.org
There are two ways to honor your child.
1. Web Sponsor – The web sponsor makes a $20
donation to BPUSA-St. Louis and your child’s
picture is displayed on the home page of the
BPUSA-STL website for 1 month. You can
also write the scrolling message above your
child’s picture (25 words or less). To be a
sponsor is on a first come first serve basis.
2. Web Memorial - is at the “Meet Our Children”
sections of the website. The cost is a one time
$25 donation. Your child’s name will be
added below the group name you would like to
be associated with. If you click on the child’s
name, then it will bring you to their web page
where your child’s picture and story (optional
and one page limit) will be presented.
Please contact Terrill Struttmann (through the
website) to have your child added to our website.
When sending in your donation, please specify that
you want to be a web sponsor or to add your child to
the web memorial.

By: Fran Funston
BPUSA – Hinsdale, IL

The Bereaved Gardener

Spring will soon be bursting out all around our
yard because I have planted and planted and
planted.
Do I have a green thumb?
Absolutely not! Do I have a garden in all
areas around the house? No! What got me
started? “One day when I was not at home
and he was there and all alone, the angels
came…”
My world fell apart when my son died in July
1981. The following spring,
as I looked out my favorite
look-out windows, I was still
going over the events
following that unbelievable
phone call. As I looked
down there was a small
garden area with a few
straggly perennials outside
Rob’s bedroom window. I
said to my husband, “Let’s plant a special
garden.” He was very agreeable especially
since it was the first positive thing I wanted to
do.
I knew it was almost a year, and people were
after me to go and do things they thought
would be good for me. But I did not want to
go anywhere, I did not feel sociable, and yet, I
knew I had to do something. Now it was
spring and as I looked out that window, I felt
the need to see something pleasant and bright
outside.
Bleeding hearts were the first plants I put in. I
didn’t know – but how appropriate they are in
full bloom on Mother’s Day. Roses came
next, from the catalog. As we planted them
and I continue to care for them I take time to
think and to grieve. I chose roses with special
names:
x Love – I miss you Rob, but love goes on
forever
x Promise – “He who believes in me shall
never die.” Are God’s promises true?
x Peace – Are you at peace, Rob? I hope
so!
x Tribute – The 1983 Rose of the Year. I
had to plant one because this garden is a
tribute to you.
Other flowers and special mementos were
added:
x Snapdragons – Remember how I used to
pinch your nose when you were little?
x Driftwood – We found a piece of
driftwood that, with a stretch of the
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imagination, looks like American Sign
Language for “I love you.”
x Bunny – Remember the live bunny
we gave you for Easter and how mad Dad
was when Bobby poured black paint on it?
x Rock – It’s white and sparkles in the
sun. I called him my “rock” because,
although he wasn’t home much as he grew
older, he always happened to be there
whenever I needed him.
x Strawberry pots – I have
them in three different sizes.
They’re planted with moss
roses so there is always a show
of color.
I also suddenly found myself
drawn to the color red,
although I had never liked red
before. I know it is a sign of the “Spirit.”
I can’t help but wonder if that is a sign.
(Is it, Rob? I’m asking you because I’m
still mad at Him.)
As I look out that window, I can see our
large patio. We bought two clay pots for
red geraniums, which do beautifully there
because they have full sun. Before the
first frost we bring them into the
windowsill in Rob’s room.
Sitting on our patio soaking up the sun and
admiring the beauty of the flowers gave
me such a good feeling that I decided to
continue planting around the house. Now,
I see brightness everywhere I turn. Where

there is just a sidewalk or cement, I have
planted a clay pot. If it’s a sunny spot, I
plant moss roses, red and white petunias,
or geraniums. If it’s a shady spot, I plant
red and white impatiens
I was saddened in the late summer when
everything was flowering down. So we
put in mums for fall color plus 250 tulip
and 100 crocus bulbs (some at the
cemetery, too) so I’d have something to
get me through the winter.
So I did start going – to the garden
centers. And I did start doing – I started
gardening, which was something I do
alone. The hour or so it takes me each day
to water is my “special” time. That
special time seems to free me to go on
with daily responsibilities. My daughter
sometimes has trouble finding me around
the yard. She said, “Mom, you never did
this before, you never even went outside.”
I said, “Well, I could come out and see
Rob’s bedroom window and cry, or I can
come out and see some beauty, too.”
Today happens to be a cold, gray, winter
day. In fact, we are having a blizzard.
I’m waiting for the washer to turn off and
I just walked into Rob’s room.
Guess what?
I’m seeing red.
The
geraniums are blooming. It must be a
sign!

You live in the beautiful wind that blows.
You live in the sound of birds that crow.
You live in the sun that shines so bright.
You live in the peaceful dark at night.
You live in a star I see in the sky.
You live in ocean waves that come in with the tide.
You live in the smell of flowers and grass.
You live in the summer that goes so fast.
You live in my heart that hurts so much.
You did not die, we only lost touch.
By: Shari Swirsky
Toronto, OH, Canada
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MEETING TIMES AND PLACES
BEREAVED PARENTS OF THE USA
St. Louis Chapter
P.O. Box 410350
St. Louis, MO 63141
(314) 878-0890
St. Louis Chapter Newsletter
EDITOR
SABRA PENROD
(636) 463-1580
newslettereditor@bpusastl.org
BEREAVED PARENTS OF THE USA
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 95

Park Forest, IL 60466
www.bereavedparentsusa.org
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS`
THIRD TUESDAY:
Parents/Murdered Children
7:30 p.m.
American Cancer Society Bldg.
4201 Lindell Blvd
Mata Weber
(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989
LIFE CRISIS CENTER (Survivors of Suicide)
1423 S. Big Bend
St. Louis, MO 63117
(314) 647-3100
Meetings every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
P.A.L.S. (Parents whose life has been affected
by the loss of a child through suicide)
1423 S. Big Bend
St. Louis, MO 63117
Meetings – Second Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. & the
4th Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
(314) 647-3100

BUSINESS MEETINGS
The following is a list of future
Business Meetings of Bereaved
Parents of the USA:
Saturday May 8, 2004
Sep 11, 2004
All business meetings start at 9:00 a.m.
at the Creve Coeur Government Center,
300 N. New Ballas Road, (Meeting
Room #1), located just north of Temple
Shaare Emeth. We ask that two
representatives from each group try to be
present to report on their individual
groups, and to take back information
received at the meeting, to the group
meetings. Anyone interested in the
business of running our chapter is
welcome to attend. Any questions, Call
Carol Welch (636) 561-2438 or email at

chaptercontact@bpusastl.org
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ST. PETERS/ST. CHARLES COUNTY (FIRST THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.)
Knights of Columbus Hall
2334 McMenamy Road
Facilitators:
Norm Wasser
(314) 429-6526 norm1955@sbcglobal.net
Dave & Marcia Hoekel (636) 332-8097 Thoekel@aol.com
MAY 6 – The Day My Child Was Born & Plant Exchange
JUNE 3 – Potluck Picnic (6:30 p.m. start time) – What If?…Could I have done something
to change things?
JUL 11 – Sudden death, Illness, Suicide etc – small groups
SIBLINGS/FRIENDS ST. PETERS/ST. CHARLES COUNTY (FIRST THURSDAY,
7:30 P.M.)
Meetings are at the same time and location as the St. Charles/St. Peters meeting
Facilitator: Sarah Ryan (314) 605-3949
siblinggroup@bpusastl.org
MAY 6- Ramblings of a grieving sibling (bring anything you have written)
JUNE 3 – video/Picture Night
JUL 11 – To be Announced
SOUTH COUNTY (SECOND THURSDAY, 7:00 P.M.) Please note new time
Holy Trinity Church
Union & Reevis Barracks Road at I-55
Facilitator: Jane Nelson
314-664-0515 southgroup@bpusastl.org
MAY 13 – Plant Exchange
JUNE 10 – Open Topic
JUL 8 – Picture Night
WASHINGTON, MO (THIRD TUESDAY, 7:00 P.M.)
Washington Ambulance Building
515 Washington Ave. (behind Rothschilds)
Facilitators: Rosemary Hornbuckle (636) 583-0661 washingtongroup@bpusastl.org
MAY 18 – To Be Announced
JUNE 15 – To Be Announced
JUL 20 – To Be Announced
NORTH COUNTY (THIRD SATURDAY, 9:30 A.M.) PLEASE NOTE NEW TIME
Gundaker Building
2402 North Hwy 67 (rear of building)
Facilitator: Vicki Pannebecker (314) 831-2625
northgroup@bpusastl.org
NOTE: Volunteer interpreter provided for the deaf or hearing impaired
MAY 15 – Family Picnic – Time Of Meeting Changed to 12:00 p.m.
JUNE 19 – Mother Father small groups
JUL 17 – Sibling Panel & buttons
ST. LOUIS CITY GROUP (FOURTH TUESDAY, 7:00 P.M.)
Timothy Lutheran School (Lower Level)
6704 Fyler (corner of Ivanhoe and Fyler)
Facilitator: Sandy Curran (314) 647-2863 citygroup@bpusastl.org
MAY 25 – My Child’s Humor
JUNE 22 – Picture Night
JUL 27 – How Many Children Do You Have?

Plant A
Butterfly Garden
Many bereaved parents have grown to look upon the butterfly as the symbol of eternal
life; rebirth, since our children have died. For some parents working in a garden is
one of the best means of relieving stress and getting fresh air.
You can entice the butterfly by providing for their basic needs of food, water, shelter
and breeding while providing the beauty of design and planting that appeals to you. If
you don’t have a yard, window boxes and hanging planters are a good alternative.
Butterflies need sunlight, a food and water source, a hospitable surrounding that offers
cover from the elements, and a place to spend the night. Their environment must be
stable and predictable. Flower nectar is a primary food source for most butterflies.
Fortunately, the flowers that butterflies favor for food are often the same ones that we
choose for their beauty and fragrance. To make the most of butterfly attracting
capabilities of the nectar flowers, it’s best to plant them in patches rather than isolated
plants.
Avoid pesticides and herbicides in a butterfly garden. The chemicals will kill off adult
butterflies that have found their way into your garden as well as eggs and larvae that
are developing.
Listed below are plants that attract butterflies:
Hibiscus
Garden Phlox
Sweet Alyssum
Lilac
Butterfly Bush
Petunias
Nasturium
Loosestrife
Sweet William
Viburnum
Impatiens
Beebalm (Monarda)

Autumn Joy (Sedum)
Dahlia
Honeysuckle
Goldenrod
Buddlia
Yarrow
Black-eyed Susan
Zinnia
Lavender
Veronica
Daylillies

Hollyhock
Lobelia
Heliotroupe
Varbena
Coneflower
Lantana
Rockcress (Arabis)
Anemone
Passion Vine
Helianthus
Wisteria

Author Unknown
WEST COUNTY (FOURTH THURSDAY, 7:00 P.M. Please note the new time)
Congregation Shaare Emeth
11645 Ladue Rd. (corner of Ballas & Ladue).
Facilitator: Lucy Reinhart
(314) 771-1977
westgroup@bpusastl.org
MAY 27 – What Happened To The Old Me, And Who Am I Now?
JUNE 24 – Potluck supper and balloon release
JUL 22 – Meet my child
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Love Gifts

Love Gifts

(Donations Received)

(Donations Received)

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

Don Patrick Pool

Michael Wellen
From: Jim & Diane Wellen

In Memory Of
Our Beloved
Alecia J. Perales
From: Grandpa & Grandma
Maness

In Memory Of

01/29/1956 ~ 05/24/2003
From: Alberta Lyons

In Memory Of

In Memory Of
Kaelin Bracy-Gathing
Happy Birthday
We Love You!
06/21/1995 ~ 01/01/2003
From: Devonda Bracy &
Nathaniel Gathing

Mark Welch
From: Linsay & Larry
Nix

In Memory Of
Julie Irene Stone

In Memory Of
Christopher Scott Callahan

10/26/1984 ~ 12/05/2002
From: Robert Stone

04/22/1963 ~ 04/21/1996
No Farewell words were spoken.
No time to say Goodbye, you were
gone before we knew it
And only God knows why …
From: Mom & Cimmie

In Memory Of

John C. Long IV

Bob Woods

11/10/1963 ~ 04/25/1992
It will be 12 years that you left
us, but you will always be loved
and sadly missed – Mom & Bill
Always in our Heart.
From: Shirley Baumann

From: Gina Miller

In Memory Of
Jacqueline Schindler
From: Paul & Janice
Schindler

In Memory Of

Richard W. Pool

From: Martin &
Carolyn Berutti

11/29/1964 ~ 07/07/1985
From: Alberta Lyons

Eric S. Jost

In Memory Of

Kevin Houska

From: Larry & Norma
House

In Memory Of
Ryan J. Gerlemann
From: The Gerlemann’s

In Memory Of

From: Gwen Houska

In Memory Of
In Memory Of

From: Imogene Stone

Jeff House

From: Carol Mollison

In Memory Of

Scott Stone

Bill Steiner
From: Cathy Evans

In Memory Of
Curtis Barnett

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

05/28/1979 ~ 08/22/1985
From: Caron Jost

In Memory Of

James A. Berutti

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

Matthew Thomas
Varagona

Danny Hammer

From: Sharon Varragona

From: Pat & Murray
Hammer

Sunny Zangara
From: John & Sandra
Zangara

Roger N. Herrington
From: Regina & Ronald
Herrington

In Memory Of
Redford M. Perrine

In Memory Of
Keith Gordon
Ellis
Birthday Memory
From: Carol Ellis

From: Catherine Perrine

In Memory Of

In Loving Memory Of
Beth Shinners

J. Michael Polizzi

From: Dee DeBlauw

In Memory Of
Christopher M. Flier
From: Ruthann & James
Byrne

From: Karen Polizzi
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In Memory Of

In Memory Of

Andela Jeanne Allen

Ronnie Zykan

From: Marcy Harston

From: Mary Zykan

In Memory Of
Jeanine Hammer
From: Pat & Murray
Hammer

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

Jason Baerthel

Scott D. Mayhugh

From: Jennifer Boyer

From: David & Gayla Mayhugh
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In Memory Of
Lindsay Dodd
11/15/1981 ~ 06/23/2003
From: Patrick J. Dodd

In Memory Of
Repa Brown
From: Kenneth &
Virginia Brown
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Love Gifts

Love Gifts

(Donations Received)

(Donations Received)

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

James K. Foley

Randy R. Hecox

From: Mary & Jim Foley

07/1969 ~ 07/23/1999
Your family loves and
misses you.
From: Mom, Dad, Sisters
& Brothers

In Memory Of
Mark T. Allen

In Memory Of

From: Marcy Harston

In Memory Of
Erin Ewing

In Memory Of
Jeffrey Stufflebean

From: Jean Ewing

In Memory Of

Jamie Snow
From: Vicki & Kevin
Pannebecker

In Memory Of

Gregory A. Fix

Jeffrey A. Bockover

From: Neal & Marla Fix

From: Lynette Bockover

In Memory Of
Kevin Ferguson

In Memory Of

From: Shirley
Ferguson

In Memory Of
Greg Smith
From: Dan & Susan Smith

From: Ruth Langston

From: Linda Long

In Memory Of

In Memory Of
Angie McDaniel

Dennis B. Long

In Memory Of

From: Dee Gannon

From: Mike & Donna
Taylor

From: Nat & Melinda
Fiordimondo

In Memory Of

Brant L. Corder

In Memory Of

From: Joanne Corder

In Memory Of
James T. Cave
“Jimmie”
From: Sharon Cave

Andrew B. Krejci

In Memory Of
Amy M. Lizzi
From: Mary L. Carlstedt

Christine L.
Knaus Kristof

In Memory Of

Shaun W. Carlile

Marcus
McFarland
Easter is our Hope for
the Future. We love &
miss you so… Mom &
Dad
From: Marth & Gary
McFarland

In Memory Of
Lisa Brengle Tighe
From Joan Brengle

What Is A Love Gift?

Bereaved Parents USA

In Memory Of
From: Diane Carlile

From: Barbara &
Engelbert Knaus

We Love and Miss You!!
Mom & Dad
From: Wayne & Sharon
Krejci

A “Love Gift” is a donation made in your child’s memory. Bereaved Parents of the USA is a totally self-supporting and our
chapter runs entirely by volunteers. Our expenses are paid totally by our own fund raising efforts and by your donations
“Love Gifts.” If you send in a donation/ love gift and would like to have your child’s picture on this page, please send a
picture with a self addressed stamped envelope to Sabra Penrod, 26218 Bubbling Brook Dr., Foristell, MO 63348. Thank You
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From: Dianne Bierman

Matthew J. Taylor

Mike Meier

In Memory Of

Matthew Knoerle

In Memory Of

Matthew Nitenson

In Memory Of

In Memory Of
Bobby Lee
Newton
Bereaved Parents USA

In Memory Of
John Robert Brengle
From: Joan Brengle

In Memory Of
Jorge Tumialan
From: Lius & Sonia
Tumialan

In Memory Of
Katherine Ferne
(Kaytee) Whitener
From: Sam & Sally
Whitener
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